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Abstract
We introduce a simple game theoretic approach to satisfiability checking of temporal logic, for LTL and CTL, which
has the same complexity as using automata. The mechanisms involved are both explicit and transparent, and underpin a novel approach to developing complete axiom systems for temporal logic. The axiom systems are naturally
factored into what happens locally and what happens in the
limit. The completeness proofs utilise the game theoretic
construction for satisfiability: if a finite set of formulas is
consistent then there is a winning strategy (and therefore
construction of an explicit model is avoided).

tomata. The mechanism involved, the use of a “focus”,
is both explicit and transparent, and underpins a novel approach to developing complete axiom systems for temporal
logic. The axiom systems are naturally factored into what
happens locally and what happens in the limit. The completeness proofs use the game theoretic construction for satisfiability: if a finite set of formulas is consistent then there
is a winning strategy (and therefore construction of an explicit model is avoided).
Although the origin of these games is model checking
CTL  [12], it remains to be seen if the game technique
extends to satisfiability checking of CTL  and modal  calculus. Moreover, it remains to be seen if the technique is
practically viable for testing satisfiability of LTL and CTL.

1 Introduction

2 LTL

The automata theoretic approach to satisfiability checking for temporal logic is very popular and successful [6, 17].
However there is a cost with the involvement of automata
mechanisms and in particular the book keeping implicit in
the product construction, when a local automaton is paired
with an eventuality automaton. While this is not an impediment for checking satisfiability it appears to be for other
formal tasks such as showing that an axiomatisation of a
temporal logic is complete. When proving completeness,
one needs to establish that a finite consistent set of formulas
is satisfiable. It is not known, in general, how to plug into
such a proof automata theoretic constructions (such as product and determinisation) for satisfiability. Instead standard
completeness proofs either appeal to “canonical” structures
built from maximal consistent sets [15, 8] or tableaux which
explicitly build models from consistent sets, as illustrated
by the delicate proofs of completeness for CTL  [14] and
modal  -calculus [18], and even the proofs of completeness
for LTL [7, 13] (future linear time logic) and CTL [5] (computation tree logic).
In this paper we introduce a simple game theoretic approach to satisfiability checking of temporal logic, for LTL
and CTL, which has the same complexity as using au-

We present LTL [7] in positive form, where only atomic
formulas are negated. Let  be a family of atomic propositions closed under negation, where  , and containing the constants  (true) and  (false). Formulas of LTL
are built from  using boolean connectives  and  , the
unary temporal operator  (next) and the binary temporal
connectives  (until) and its dual  (release).
We assume a usual  -model for formulas, consisting of
an infinite sequence of states which are maximal consistent
sets of atomic formulas. A state  therefore obeys the condition that for any ! , " iff $#% , and &'%
#  . The semantics inductively defines when an  and &"(
sequence of states ) satisfies a formula * , written )(+ ,* .
In the case of -. , )/+ 0 iff is in the initial state of
) . The clauses for the boolean connectives are as usual. If
)$2143657585 and 9;:%< then )=> =  =@? 3658575 is the 9 th suffix
of ) . The remaining clauses are as follows.
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We assume that ^-G (eventually G ) abbreviates &_HG and
its dual `-G (always G ) abbreviates &_[G . The meanings
of  and  are determined by their fixed point definitions,
*;HG is the least solution to a!bGcedf*(g%a h whereas
*;[G is the largest solution of ae0G"idf*e-%a h .
A formula * is satisfiable if there is a model ) such
that )j+ k* . In the naive tableau approach to deciding
satisfiability, one constructs an “or” decision tree. The
root is a finite set of initial formulas, and the decision
question is whether their conjunction is satisfiable. Child
nodes are produced by local rules on formulas. A node
le
m'n
lem'n
lem'n
*N/Gpo haslHchild
*;qrm[Gpn o . A node
*N/Gpo
m[n
ls
has two children
*Ko and
Gpo . Formulas *;HG and
*;[G are replaced by their fixed point unfolding, G"tdu*/
Cdf*;HG[huh and G.idf*v-Cdu*;[G[huh . After repeated applications of these rules, a node without children has the form
n
r3wq8585758q7yxzq{cn *|3wq857585Xq}C* ~o , where each =  . If
J3wq7585857q82x6o is unsatisfiable then the node
the set 
<
is an unsuccessful leaf. If  is satisfiable and 
then the node is a successful leaf. Otherwise a new child
n
*|32q7585857qr* ~Ho is produced, which amounts to moving to a
new state.
Nodes with until or release formulas may continually
produce children, and therefore one also needs another criterion for when a node counts as a leaf. An obvious candidate is when a node is a repetition, contains the same formulas as an earlier node (and in between there is at least
one application of the new state rule). Whether or not such
a leaf is successful will depend on whether formulas are the
result of the fixed point unfolding of a release or an until
formula. A repeat of *;G should be successful whereas a
repeat of *;HG is unsuccessful.
Consider the following example decision tree, where set
braces are dropped (and & and & are dispensed with and
so the unfolding of ^-G is GC %^-G and the unfolding of
`-G is G"-%`-G ).
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Next labels a transition to a new state. Both leaves in this
tree are repetitions of the root. However the left leaf should
count as successful because the formula ^[ at the initial
node is “fulfilled” in the left branch, giving the model X1
where N21 . In contrast ^[ is not fulfilled in the right
branch and is thereby “regenerated”, and therefore the right
leaf should count as unsuccesful.

The problem of which fixed points are regenerated disappears in the automata theoretic approach to satisfiability
[17]. Roughly speaking, the decision tree is then only part
of the story. It is captured by the “local” automaton and one
also needs to factor in the “eventuality” automaton which
automatically deals with regeneration of fixed points, and
therefore the problem does not arise. However the cost is
the use of the product construction between the two automata. While this is not an impediment for checking satisfiability it appears to be for other formal tasks such as showing that an axiomatisation of a temporal logic is complete.
We now show that a simple game theoretic approach to
satisfiability checking, where the mechanisms are both explicit and transparent, has the virtue that it also leads to very
simple proofs of completeness for both LTL and CTL.

3 Games for LTL
In the naive tableau approach to satisfiability there are
“or” choices but there are no “and” choices. Recasting as a
game, “or” choices are I -choices for the player I and “and”
Q
Q
choices are -choices for the player . The role of player I
is that of verifier, “I want to show that the initial set of forQ
mulas is satisfiable” whereas the role of is that of refuter,
“I want to show that the initial set of formulas is unsatisfil
able”. In a position qr* 3 Z* player I chooses the disjunct
l
* = , andQ play continues from the position qJ* = . The idea is
that I ( ) has a winning strategy iff the initial set of formulas is satisfiable (unsatisfiable).
Q
We need to force player to make choices. A new component, the “focus”, is introduced into a set of formulas for
this purpose. One of the formulas in a position is in focus.
l
lNm/n
*Ko when *
We write *q to represent the position
Q
is in focus. Player chooses
which
formula
is
in focus. If
Q
it is an “and” formula then chooses which subformula to
Q
keep in focus. During a play may also change mind, and
move the focus to a different formula.
Given a starting formula *1 (the conjunction of the initial formulas) we will define its focus game Kdf* 1 h . The
set of subformulas of * 1 , Sub df* 1 h , is defined as expected
but with the requirement that the unfolding of an until
GCedu*BsCdu*;HG[hfh is a subformula of *;HG and the unfolding of a release GNAdf*icdf*;G[hfh is a subformula of
l
*;G . A position in a playlof Kdu* 1 h is an element
*q
n
where *df* 1 h and
du* 1 h *Ko . A play
of the game Kdu* 1 h is a sequence of positions  1  3 585857 x
where z1 is the initial position *17 , and the change in position  to 
=
=? 3 is determined by one of the moves of Figure 1. They are divided into three groups. First are rules for
I who chooses disjuncts
in and out of focus. Second are the
Q
moves for player who chooses which conjunct remains in
focus and who also can change focus with the rule change.
Finally, there are the remaining moves which do not involve

Q
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Q
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l
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l

l
F *1i*|3{q
l
F* = qr* 3y = q

F*qJ* 1 i* 3 q
l
F*qJ* = q

So I wins if player is unable to focus on a  formula
so that next can be applied when the atomic formulas are
satisfiable. The other two conditions cover repeat positions.
First is the case if the repeat position has the same release
formula in focus, and second is the case of a repeat when
the same formula is in focus and change has been applied
between the repeat positions. The following upper bound
on the length of a play is obvious.

l

Other moves

l
 *qrGq
l"wM O
G;qr*;q

l
 *;HG;q
l
FG"idu*eCdu*;HG[hfhq

l
F *qr*;sGq
l
* qrG%$du*vcdf*;HG[huh{q

l
F *;[G;q
l
G%idf*v[cdf*;G[hfhq

l
F *qr*;Gq
l
* qrG%$du*vcdf*;G[hfh}q

l

F*qJ* 1 $
 * 3q
l
*qr* 1 rq * 3 q

 c* 3 q7585758q{c* ~ q8 3 q7585857q8 x
O8¡&¢
* 3 q7585857qr* ~
Figure 1. Game moves

any choices, and so neither player is responsible for them.
These include the fixed point unfolding of until and release
in and out of focus, the removal of  out of focus and the
next state rule, next, where the focus remains with the subformula Q of the next formula in focus. It is therefore incumbent on to make sure that an  formula is in focus when
next is applied.
The next ingredient in the definition of the game is the
winning conditions for a player, when a play counts as a
win.
Definition 1 Player
1.  x is wq

l

Q

wins the play  1 q7585858q8 x if

and ( is & or 

l

) or

W£

l

 x is F*;Hl G;q and for some 9
2. 6
the position 
Q
=
is F*;HG;q and between  575858¤x player has not
=
applied the rule change.
Q

Therefore wins if there is a simple contradiction or a repeat position with the same until formula in focus and no
application of change between the repeats.
Definition 2 Player I wins the play  1 q7585858q8 x if

n

1. 6x is J3{q8575858q7yx and r3wq8585758q7yx6o is satisfiable or
2.  x is *;G;q
l
*;G;q or

l

l

and for some 9

W!£

W¥£

the position 

= is

3. 6x is F *q and for some 9
the
Q position  = is
l
*q and between  = 58575X x player has applied the
rule change.

Fact 1 Every play of K
 df* 1 h has finite length less than
+ df* 1 h}+6¦g§6¨ ©8ª7«¬ _®u¯u¨ .
A player wins the game Kdf* 1 h if the player is able to win
every play of the game, that is has a winning strategy1 . The
following is a simple consequence of Fact 1 and the fact that
the winning conditions are mutually exclusive.
Fact 2 Every game Kdu*1&h has a unique winner.
Next we come to the game characterisation of satisfiability, which we split into two halves.
Proposition 1 If I wins the game Kdf* 1 h then * 1 is satisfiable.
Proof: Assume I wins the game Kdf* 1 h . Consider the
Q
play where
uses the following optimal strategy. Let
3
3
x
* HG 575858qJ* HG x be a priority list of all until subformulas of * 1 , in decreasing order of size. We say that
*;HG is present in a position  if either *;HG°± or
Q
G²%du*cACdu*;HG[hfhA³ or cdf*;HG[ht . Player
starts with the focus on *1 . If the formula in focus is a
release
Q formula *;G and G contains an until subformula
then chooses G when the release formula is unfolded. If
Q
the formula is a conjunction then chooses a conjunct with
an until subformula. If the focus remains Q on a release formula or ends up on a member of  then changes focus,
if this is possible, to the until formula which is present in the
position and which is earliest in the priority list. If the focus
Q
is on an until formula * HG then keeps the focus on it
=
=
until it is “fulfilled”, that is until player I chooses G when
=
it is unfolded. This until formula is then moved to the end
Q
of the priority list. Player then changes focus to the earliest until formula in the priority list which is present in the
position, if this is possible. This argument is then repeated.
By assumption player I wins against this strategy, and the
play has finite length. It is now straightforward to extract
an eventually cyclic model from the play, where every until
´
formula present in some position will be fulfilled.
Next we prove the converse of Proposition 1. One proof
is to show how a winning strategy for I can be extracted
1 Formally a winning strategy, see for example [9], for player µ is a set
of rules ¶ of the form, if the play so far is ·6¸z¹}¹u¹º·6» and ·6» is ¼¾½6¸r¿z½ÀÂÁÃFÄ
¸ ¿-½ À ÃºÄ ) then choose ¼¾½6Å@ÁÃFÄ ( ¼¾½&ÁÃ{½¤ÅÃºÄ ). Similarly for player
Æ( ¼¾.½&AÁÃ}½play
obeys ¶ if all the moves played by the player obey the rules in
¶ . A strategy ¶ is winning for a player if she wins every play in which she
uses ¶ .

from a model of * 1 . However we provide an alternative
proof which is the key to obtaining a complete axiom system. We utilise an observation from fixed point logics about
least fixed points. Given Park’s fixed point induction principle dfÇh below and that a fixed point is equivalent to its unfolding d§zh , Lemma 1 below holds (as observed by a number of researchers, for instance [10, 15, 19]). Standard subn
stitution is assumed, G *;È_Éo is the replacement of all free
occurrences of É in G with * . Moreover we write + * to
mean * is valid (true everywhere in all models).

dfÇ h
dÎ§6h

n
DÊ(+ 0G *;ÈÉo[n ËÌ*$¢f7O³+ NÉ5rGËÍ*
+ BÉ5rG!ÏÌG É5rGÈÉ[o

Lemma 1 If É is not free in * and *$É5rG is satisfiable
n
then the formula *v$G dºÉ5r>*/iG[h{È_É-o is satisfiable.
Suppose *ÐÑÉ5rG is satisfiable, but + 
n
n
G dFÉ57>*v/G[h}ÈÉ-o n ËÒ>* . Therefore + ÓG dFÉ57>*N
G h{ÈÉn o²Ë >*0CG dºÉ5r>*cG[h{È_Éo . Hence by dÎ§6h
[
+ ÍG dFÉ57>*!"G[h{È_É-o%ËÔÉ5r>*c"G and so by dfÇ h
+ "É5rG²Ë>* which contradicts that *NHÉ5rG is satisfiable.
´

Proof:

Lemma 1 sanctions the following property of until unfolding.
Lemma 2 If * Hdu*;HG[h is satisfiable then * HdfG/Hdu*U
Cdfdu*/$>*{h{HduG%A>*}hfhuhfh is satisfiable.
Proof: Assume * (df*;HG[h is satisfiable. So there is a
model ) such that )!+ * RBand
+ jW *;HG , and therefore
T )!Re
) = + G and )YU+ * for
<NV
9 , for some 9s:Ó< .
Also assume *-duGi-df*U;Cdfdu*g>*Õh{HduGi>*{hfhfhuh is
not satisfiable, and so the following validity holds + ²*Ë
d}>GUd}>*-Cdud}>**}h{d}>GÖZ*}hfhuhfh . Because )A+ 0*
therefore ).+ ³>Gvdf>*"gCdfdf>*"v*}h{d}>Ge*}hfhuh .
So )+ j>G and because )+ ±*;HG it follows that )L+ 
* . And so )v+ CCdfdf>*B'*Õh}d}>Gc'*}hfh , and therefore
) 3 + ×df>*B'* h{d}>GC'* h . And so ) 3 + ×>G./* and
) 3 + L>*pØ*2Cdfdf>*pØ*{h}d}>G Ø*{hfh . If ) 3 + 0* then
) 3 + ¥>G by the valid formula above, and so ) 3 + ±>G
3 + ¥*;HG it follows that ) 3 + Ù* , and so
and because )
3
) + ÑCdfdf>*CN*{h{df>GL(
R *{hfh . The argument is now
repeated for subsequent )Y , :,< , which contradicts that
)A+ 0*;HG .
´
Proposition 2 If *1 is satisfiable then player I wins the
game Kdf*1Sh .
Proof: Assume that *1 is satisfiable. We show that
player I wins the game Kdf*1Sh . The idea is that I alQways chooses a move which preserves satisfiability (and
satisfiability). If
l has to choose moves which preserve
l
Ndu* 1 B* 3 h is satisfiable
then B* is satisfiable for
=
n
at least one 9
<qJÇ4o , and so player I chooses such

l

an 9 . If the position is *;sG;q
where the until formula is in focus then player I adorns the interpretation
l
of it when it is unfolded, GÓ.du*iCdf*ÚSÛ¤HG;ÚSÛÜhuhÎq
l
where *ÚSÛ and G;ÚSÛ are to be understood as *!%
l
and GÑL
. This adornment, which is justified by
Lemma 2, is repeated as long as the until formula is in foQ
cus. Whenever changes mind, an adorned until subformula * ÚSÛzÝÞß¾ß¾ß ÞSÚSÛà sG ÚSÛzÝFÞß¾ß¾ß ÞSÚSÛà loses its adornment and
is returned to its intended interpretation *;HG . Now it is
Q
easy to see that can never win. Condition 1 of the winQ
ning condition for can not be reached because I preserves
satisfiability. And condition 2, the repeat position, cannot
l
occur because + * ÚSÛzÝºÞß¾ß¾ß ÞSÚSÛà HG ÚSÛzÝÎÞß¾ß¾ß ÞSÚSÛà ËÒ
.

´

=

Proposition 3 The complexity of deciding the winner of
Kdf*1Sh is in PSPACE.
Proof: Consider the tree of all plays in Kdf*1Sh where the
position of the focus is completely determined by the strategy described in the proof of Proposition 1, above. Player
I wins Kdf* 1 h iff there exists a path in this tree such that I
wins the play of this path. An algorithm P can nondeterministically choose this path. The required space is polynomial
in the size of the input. P only has to store a counter and
two configurations: the actual one which gets overwritten
every time a new game rule is applied, and the one which is
repeated in case I wins the play with her winning condition
2 or 3. The latter can be chosen nondeterministically, too,
and gets deleted every time the rule change is applied. The
counter is needed to terminate the algorithm if it did not find
a repeat after + df*1Sh}+4á§6¨ ©8ª7«¬  ® ¯u¨ configurations. Notice
that the size of the counter also is polynomial in the length
of the input +º* 1 + . Hence by Savitch’s Theorem the problem
can be solved in PSPACE.
´

4 A complete axiomatisation for LTL
The game theoretic characterisation of satisfiability offers a simple basis for extracting a complete axiom system for LTL. Given an axiom system â a formula * is â ã
consistent if âÌ# >* . The axiom system â is complete
provided that for any * if * is â -consistent then * has a
model. In this framework this becomes
(*) if * is â -consistent then I wins the game Kdf*|h .
The axiom system â for LTL is presented in Figure 2. The
axioms and rules were developed with the proof of d}áh in
mind. Axioms 1-6 and the rules MP and XGen provide “local” justifications for the rules of the focus game for LTL,
and axiom 7 and the rule Rel capture I ’s winning strategy.
Theorem 1 The axiom system â is sound and complete for
LTL.

A1. &du*"ËÍG[hËÌd&z[*"Ë±&z[G[h

Axioms
1. any tautology instance
2. *;HG!ËÌG"idf*vCdf*;sG[hfh
3. *;G!ËÍG%idf*v[cdf*;G[hfh

A2. Cdf>*|hÏä_C*
A3. Cdu*(ËÌG[hËÌdFC*"ËCG[h

4. .>*(ÏÍ_C*

A4. &*%ËÍ*ecd&*|h

5. C*'-CGËCdu*/iG[h

A5. &du*/-C*|hËÍdu*"Ëð_*|h

6. Cdf*"ËÍG[hËC*%ËCG

U1. *;HGËÐ^-G

7. >df*;G[hÏä>*;->G

U2. *;HGÏÍG"idu*e-Cdu*;HG[hfh

Rules

ã

* and

MP if

ã

XGen if

ã

ã

*"ËÌG then

ã
* then c
 *

ã
G

Rel if *åËÍduG%$df*v-Cdudf*e$*{h{duG%$*}hfhuhfh
ã
then *åËædf*;G[h
Figure 2. The axiom system â
Proof: Soundness of â is straightforward. Each axiom is
valid and each rule preserves validity. The interesting case
is the rule Rel, whose soundness was proved in lemma 2
of the previous section. For completeness of â we establish dfá h , if * 1 is â -consistent then I wins the game
Kdf* 1 h . The proof is similar to Proposition 2 of the previous section. Given a finite â -consistent set of LTL forQ
mulas we show that any player move or other move in
Figure 1 preserves â -consistency, and that player I can prel
serve â -consistency when she moves. If qr*|3!*  is
l
â -consistent then qr* = is â -consistent for some 9 by axiom 1, and the rule MP. Axioms 2 and 3 are needed for the
fixed point unfolding moves. Axioms 4-6 and rule XGen
are required for the next move. If * 3 q8575858qJ* ~ is not â ã
consistent then â
* 3 (57585ÜC* ~3 Ë >* ~ and so
ã
â
C* 3 B57585¤$c* ~3 Ëç_c* ~ using XGen and
axioms è , é and one half of ê . Finally rule Rel is used to
l
capture I ’s winning strategy. If the position is F*;HG;q
l
and qr*;sG is â -consistent then by rule Rel, the other half
l
of axiom 4 and axiom 7 qrG%idf*v-Cdf* ÚSÛ HG ÚSÛ huh is â ´
consistent.
In [7] soundness and completeness of the following axiom system ë|ì¤í for LTL is proved using maximal consistent sets of formulas2.
2 A4, A5 and U2 as presented here differ slightly from their original
form which is due to the different semantics of the î and ï operator used
there.

R1. any tautology instance

ã

* and

R2. if
R3. if

ã

ã

G then

ã

*%ËÍG then

ã
G

_G

Soundness of ë|ìÜí and completeness of â ensure that,
ã
ã
if ë|ì¤í
* then â
* . However, it is also interesting to
compare the two axiomatisations in details.
Axioms and rules A2, A3, U2, R1 and R2 are present in
â . A4 is an instance of axioms 3 and U1 simply reflects an
abbreviation. R3 can be simulated in â as follows. Suppose
there is a proof using R3. Then there is a shorter proof of
G in ë|ì¤í for which by hypothesis there is an â -proof, too.
Instantiate Rel with *Öñ& and *ðñ& . This proves
ã
ã
&zG if G!Uv& is provable. But this can be done
using the hypothesis, axiom 1 and rule XGen.
The remaining axioms A1 and A5 are more complicated
Q
to prove in â . A simple way is to show that wins the focus
game on the negations of these axioms. The game rules
and winning conditions resemble the axioms and rules of â
which are needed for the proof. We show this for A5. The
negation of this axiom is *t d&6df*t|C*|huh&sdÂ&¤->*|h .
Let *L*vAdÂzdf*e-C*|hfh .

*;qu&du*/-C*|h}qr _->*
*;q{c*;q{CdÂdf*v[c*|hfh{qJ@>*v-CdÂÚ 6ò ->*Ú 6ò 
*;q{C*;q}Cd&[du*/-C*|huh{qJ CdÂ& Ú  ò ->* Ú  ò 
*;qu&_[du*/-C*|h}qr &Ú  ò ->*Ú  ò 
The game rules used are the unfolding of  , the adorned
unfolding
Q of  , the disjunctive choice and the next rule.
Player wins with winning condition 2. Therefore the axioms and rules needed to prove A5 are 1 and MP (for  ),
2 and 3 (for the unfoldings), 4 – 6, XGen (for next), 7 (to
reason about the negation of A5), and Rel to describe the
winning condition.

5 CTL
In this section we define focus games for CTL. Again we
present CTL in positive form. Formulas of CTL are built
from  , the boolean connectives  and  , the two unary
temporal operators óK and the four binary temporal opn4ô
ô
erators óHd}585758N58575ºh , óHd{57585Xv58575ºh where óÙ
q8õZo .
is the “some paths” quantifier and õ is the “for all paths”
quantifier.
A Kripke model for CTL formulas consists of a set of
states ö , a binary transition relation ÷ which is total (for
all eö there is a ø'ö such that ÷ø ) and a valuation
which assigns to each state -Bö a maximal consistent set
of atomic formulas in  . The semantics defines when
a state  satisfies a formula * , (+ ä* , and it appeals to
full paths from a state  1 which is an  -sequence of states
 1  3 58575 such that  = ÷6 =@? 3 for each 9|:(< . In the case of 
 , p+  iff belongs to the valuation of  . The clauses
for the boolean connectives are as usual. The remaining
clauses are as follows.

ô
Z+ 
 *
C
DE
Z+ õ ô C*
DE
21+ 
du*;H
 G[hæDE
21+ õdu*;HG[hüDE
 1 +

ô

du*;[G[h°DE

 1 + õdu*;HG[hüDE

Q Irø85&÷øåMOPø|+ 0*
ø85JDFÊù÷øå¢f7O[øØ+ L*
IÊÎúFQSú&ûRUMT ¢uÖ21R 436W 57585KIr9K:"<5&
<gV
9X5 Y + L*
QMOP
ÊÎúFQSú&ûRUMT ¢uýKy1R 4W 3658575;Ir9K:"<_5
MOP
<gV
9X5Q  Y + L*
IÊÎúFRU
ú&ûT M¢uÖ R 1 W 3 57585 9K:"<5&
<UV
9X5 Y Q + L*
Q\]KI
ÊÎúFRU
ú&ûT M¢uýKR  1 W  3 58575 9K:"<_5
\]KI
<UV
9X5 Y + L*

Player I

Player

Q

F* 1 i
 * 3 q
l
F* = q
l
 *1i*|3}q
l
* = qJ* 3u = q

 = + 0G
= + 0G
 = + 0G

The semantics of until and release formulas are determined
by their fixed point definitions. óHdf*;HG[h is the least solution to aGLvdu*"vóK.ah and óHdu*;G[h is the largest
solution to aNG%$du*vtó|%ah .
We now define the focus game {df*1Sh for a CTL formula *1 . As with the LTL game, a position in a play
l
of  du*1&h is an element *q where *ð×df*1&h and
lj

n
df* 1 h *Ko , and a play is a sequence of positions  1  3 585758 x where  1 is the initial position F* 1  . The
change in position  to 
=
=@? 3 is determined by one of the
moves of Figure 3. Again they are divided into three groups.
First are rules for I who chooses disjuncts in and out of
Q
focus. Second are the moves for player who chooses
which conjunct remains in focus and who also can change
Q
focus with the rule change. Player also chooses the next
state when an õ  formula is in focus, by choosing a sinô
CG Y ,Q if there is one: we include here the case where
gle
þ
³< and does not have any choice. Finally, there are
the remaining moves which do not involve any choices, and
so neither player is responsible for them. These include the
fixed point unfolding of until and release in and out of focus, the removal of  out of focus and the next state rule
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Figure 3. CTL Game moves
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when an  formula is in focus. The winning conditions
for a player are almost identical to the LTL game.
Definition 1 Player
1.  x is wq

l

Q

wins the play  1 q7585858q8 x if

and ( is & or 

l

l

) or

W,£

2. 6x is @óHdu*;HG[hÎq and for some 9
the position
Q
l
 = is @óHdu*;HG[hÎq and between  = 5858576x player has
not applied the rule change.
Definition 2 Player I wins the play  1 q7585858q8 x if
1.  x is  3 q8575858q7 x and

n

3 q8585758q7 x o is satisfiable or
W(£
l
2.  x is ósdf*;G[hÎq and for some 9
the position 
=
l
is @óHdf*;G[hÎq or
W¥£
l
3. 6x is F*q and for some 9
the position  is
Q
l
=
*q and between  = 58575X6x player has applied the
rule change.

Facts 1 and 2 of Section 3 also hold for CTL games. A
main result is again the game characterisation of satisfiability.
Proposition 1 I wins the game  du*1h iff *1 is satisfiable.
Proof: Assume I wins the game }df* 1 h . The proof
is similar to that of Proposition 1 of Section 3, except that all “next” state choices are examined, and so
we have a tree of plays instead of a single play. Let
ó 3 df* 3 HG; 3 h{q857585Xq7ó x df*x HG;x h be an initial priority list of
all until subformulas of * 1 in order of decreasing size. Each
play in the treeQ of plays has its own associated current priority list. Player starts with the focus on *1 . Once the focus
Q
is on an until formula, ó df* HG; h , player keeps the fo= =
=
cus on it until it is fulfilled (player I chooses G; ) or there
=
is branching. At an application of next a play splits into all
choices, each with its own priority list. If the focus is on
a formula õ C* 3 then it will be on * 3 in all these plays
and they each have the same priority list. If the position is
ô
ô
þ cG 3 q7585758q CG ÿ q8õ c* 3 q8575858q7õ C* x q7 3 q858575Xq8 ~ and
is the current priority list then the focus remains on G 3 in
þ
the play with this subformula with list . Otherwise for each
Q
9,Ç there is the play where ô changes focus for the position G qr* 3 q8575858qJ* x . If G 3 is df* HG; h then this formula
=
Q
Y
Yþ
is moved to the end of the priorityþ list and chooses as
=
focus the earliest until formula in present in the position
ô
=
CG = q7õ C*|3Xq858575Xq8õ>C* x , if this is possible. This argument is repeated. By assumption player I wins the finite
tree of plays. It is now straightforward to read off a Kripke
model from this tree of plays where *1 is true at the initial
state.
For the converse assume that * 1 is satisfiable. We show
that I has a winning strategy for the game {df* 1 h . We use

n

ô

the fact that for each ó õq o if *w|óHdu*;HG[h is satisfiable then *rpduGApdu*sZó|%óHdf*sp>*ÂsGtp>*{hfhuh is satisfiable. So the interpretation of óHdf*;sG[h can be adorned
whenever it is unfolded in focus as with Proposition 2 of
´
Section 3.
One important difference with LTL is the complexity of
checking the winner of a game  du* 1 h , because of branchQ
ing choices for .
Proposition 2 The complexity of deciding the winner of
Õdu*1&h is in EXPTIME.
Proof: The proof is very similar to that of Proposition 3 of
Section 3. However, the
Q tree of all plays is now an and-or
tree because of player ’s choices using rule next. Therefore the polynomial space algorithm deciding the winner of
Õdu*1&h is alternating instead of nondeterministic. By [3]
the problem is therefore in EXPTIME.
´

6 A complete axiomatisation for CTL
The game theoretic characterisation of CTL satisfiability also allows one to extract a sound and complete axiom
system for CTL, the system  in Figure 4.

Theorem 1 The axiom system  is sound and complete for
CTL.
Proof: Soundness of  is straightforward. The most interesting cases are soundness of ARel and ERel rules, and
in the case of ERel the rule captures “limit closure”. For
completeness of  , the proof is similar to Theorem 1 of
Section 4. If * 1 is  -consistent then player I wins the
game  du* 1 h . Given a finite  -consistent set of formuQ
las, any move by player or other move in Figure 1 preserves  -consistency. The important cases are the next state
rules. Assume *|3wq7585858qr* xzqrG is not  -consistent, and so
 ã *|3>tã 57585$* xAËä>G Y . SoY by AXGen
ô and axioms  ,
õ
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and è
using
 instead of è one deals with the case whenCþ G .Y < (and
). Finally
the ARel and ERel rules are used to capture I ’s winning
´
strategy.
In [5] soundness and completeness of the following axiom system for CTL is proved using tableaux.
Ax1. any tautology instance

ô

^-*%Ï

Ax2.

ô
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ô
ô
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 G
ô
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ô
ô
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R3.
R4.
Axioms
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ô
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ô

6. õ .>*%Ïä
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7. õ .>*%Ëäõ>C*
8. õ C*etõ CGLËÐõ cdf*e$G[h
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9. õ Cdu*"ËÌG[hËÐõ C*"ËÐõ cG
10. õdu*;[G[hÏ
11.

ô

ô
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df*;G[hÏÐõpd}>*;->G[h
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ã

ã
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õ>C*
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ERel if *åËÍduG%$df*v

ã
ô
then *åË
df*;G[h

ô

G
dfdf*ei*Õh}dfG.A*}huhfhfh

ã

ARel if *åËÍduG%$df*vAõ .õdfdu*v$*{h{duG"i*{hfhfhuh
ã
then * ËÍõdu*;[G[h
Figure 4. The axiom system
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ã
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ã
then *ËÐõdu*;G[h
ã
ã
ã
if * and *%ËÍG then G

The same arguments for comparing the two LTL axiomatisations also hold for the two axiomatisations of CTL. Ax1,
Ax5 – Ax7, and R4 are already present in  . Ax2 and Ax3
are covered by the abbreviation of ^ . Ax4 can be proved by
a combination of 6 – 9, 1 and MP. 1, AXGen, 7, MP and 6
establish Ax8. Rule R1 is simulated using AXGen, 9, MP,
7 and the hypothesis of having a shorter proof of *"ËÌG in
 . R2 is simulated in ô the following way. Suppose there is a
 -proof of * ËÌGU C* . Then,
ô
ô by 4, 1, and MP there is
also a proof of *ËÍG/Hdu*U

dfdu*Us*Õh}[duô G's*Õhuhfh
for any * . Using ERel yields a proof of *ZË
df*;G[h .
Simulating R3 is similar.

1. any tautology instance
2.

ô



We have introduced a game theoretic approach to satisfiability checking of LTL and CTL. It remains to be seen
if focus games extend to richer logics such as CTL  and
modal  -calculus. In [12] it was shown that focus games
can also be used to solve the model checking problem for
CTL  . The game trees arising there are very similar to the
tableau structures used in [2, 1]. However, in order to tackle
the problem of deciding whether fixed point constructs are
regenerated or reproduced these authors pursue a different
strategy. Take the unfolding of *;HG for example. While
the focus highlights the case that player I always chooses
the term in which *;sG occurs again, a path in the tableaux
of [2] is successful if G never occurs after *;HG . The difference seems to be a point of view only. In the focus games
it is checked whether a fixed point construct is regenerated,
therefore it is never fulfilled. In the tableau approach it is
checked whether it is never fulfilled, therefore it is regenerated.
In [1] the authors define Tableau Büchi Automata which
are essentially the same as the tableaux of [2]. As with the
focus games, this enables the authors to handle the regeneration problem of fixed points implicitly. Instead of explicitly requiring tableaux to be processed with a depth-firstsearch, the solution to the regeneration problem is encoded
in an acceptance condition, which is in that case a generalised Büchi condition. However, this small difference is
the key to the strengthening lemma (Lemma 1 of Section 3)

which underpins the proofs of completeness of the axiomatisations.
A more recent automata theoretic approach to satisfiability and model checking employs alternating automata
[16, 11]. Although these appear to be very game theoretic,
they rely upon automata over trees which capture the “and”
branching, both in the case of the boolean “and” and in
the case for CTL of branching through next states. In both
cases of LTL and CTL formulas are states of the automata,
and transitions are determined by maximal consistent sets
of atomic propositions. The acceptance conditions decide
acceptable fixed point regeneration. It is not clear if this approach can underpin sound and complete axiomatisations.
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